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1.  What would we normally say?Two voices in English - the Active and the Passive. The Active stresses the actor (person). The Passive voice stresses the action. Only transitive verbs can be put into the Passive; verbs that need an object. 

A.   They make good cameras in Japan. or B.   Good cameras are made in Japan.B would be the most natural because again we are concerned with the persons who performed the action - therefore we use the Active Voice.In normal speech we would say A because we are concerned with the actor he and what he does, NOT with the newspaper and the fact that it is read BUT with the fact that he reads it.A.   He reads the newspaper everyday.  or B.   The newspaper is read by him everyday.2.  What would we say?A.   A new car was bought by them. or B.   They bought a new car.3.  What would we say?B is more appropriate because we are concerned with the action - the making of good cameras and NOT the fact that SOMEONE makes them - therefore we use the Passive Voice.A is more natural because we are NOT concerned with WHO robbed the person but with the action - the fact that he has been robbed - the Passive Voice. 4.  What would we say?A.   I’ve been robbed.  or B.   Someone has robbed me.

PASSIVE VOICE
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In conclusion we can say that in the active we are concerned with the doer, the person or persons who act.Example:  The students are taking a test.  The cat is chasing a mouse and the dog is chasing the cat.Here the subjects of the sentence are our main concern.In the Passive Voice it is the action or the thing done which is our main interest.Example:  The puppies were left to starve.  - We don’t care who left the puppies but about the action of leaving them - Another point is that the actor or doer might be unknown.Example:  The house was painted recently. 
  - We don’t care who painted it, but about (the thing done) the action of painting it -                                ACTIVE     He         smokes     3 packs of cigarettes a day. 
(Subject)    (Verb)   (Object)

                              PASSIVE3 packs of cigarettes      are smoked    by him per day. 
(Subject)                     (verb)    (object)

FORMATIONa.   The subject of the active sentence becomes the object of the passive one. 
 [WE (subject) -------> BY US (object)].b.  The object of the active becomes the subject of the passive voice. 
 [3 packs of cigarettes (object) -------> 3 packs of cigarettes (subject)].c.   To make the passive voice, we must use the auxiliary verb BE in the tense in which the main verb of   the active sentence is and the Past Participle of the main verb of the sentence.In this example, smoke is in the Present Simple, so, we put the verb be in the Present Simple and use the Past Participle of the verb - smoked.Therefore smoke becomes are smoked. 
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                       ACTIVEWe drank 5 bottles of beer yesterday. 
(Past Simple)We will drink 5 bottles of beer. 
(Future)We are drinking 5 bottles of beer. 
(Present Continuous)We were drinking 5 bottles of beer. 
(Past Continuous)We have drunk 5 bottles of beer. 
(Present Perfect)We had drunk 5 bottles of beer. 
(Past Perfect)We will have drunk 5 bottles of beer. 
(Future Perfect)

                                PASSIVE5 bottles of beer were drunk by us yesterday. 
          (Past Simple) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer will be drunk by us.
                   (Future) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer are being drunk by us.
   (Present Continuous) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer were being drunk by us.
          (Past Continuous) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer have been drunk by us.
            (Present Perfect) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer had been drunk by us.
               (Past Perfect) (Past Participle)5 bottles of beer will have been drunk by us.
                     (Future Perfect) (Past Participle)

CHANGES OF TENSES FROM ACTIVE TO PASSIVE VOICE
FORMATION OF TENSESTENSE   ACTIVE VOICE  PASSIVE VOICE Present Simple  He reads the paper.  The paper is read by him.Present Continuous  ... is reading ...   ... is being read ...Simple Past   ... read ...   ... was read ...Past Continuous  ... was reading ...  ... was being read ...Present perfect   ... has read ...   ... has been read ...Past Perfect   ... had read ...   ... had been read ...Simple Future   ... will read ...   ... will be read ...“Going to” future  ... is going to read ...  ... is going to be read ...Future Perfect   ... will have read ...  ... will have been read ...NOTE:  Sentences that do not have an object cannot be changed to the Passive Voice.NOTE:  To make the conversion from Active to Passive easier, ind the subjects and objects irst     and then go on to making the changes in the verbs.Example:  He is very intelligent.

  The ire department didn’t come.Example:  Fast cars are made in Italy (by them). “By them” is a group of different individuals and we    are not concerned about who they are, but, only about the making of the cars. 



Chapter 2 Passive VoiceMODALS IN THE ACTIVE TO PASSIVEACTIVE      
must i nish  can do   could eat  should tell  ought to write  may drive  
may have i nished should have called could have driven ought to have seen would have bought NOTE:  To make the past of a modal in the passive we use the Present Perfect Participle have been. 

   PASSIVEModal   Auxiliary BE  Past ParticipleMUST   BE   FINISHEDCAN   BE   DONECOULD  BE   EATENSHOULD  BE   TOLDOUGHT TO  BE   WRITTENMAY   BE   DRIVENMAY   HAVE BEEN  FINISHEDSHOULD  HAVE BEEN  CALLEDCOULD  HAVE BEEN  DRIVENOUGHT TO  HAVE BEEN  SEENWOULD  HAVE BEEN  BOUGHTExercise 1.  Change the following modals to Passive Voice.              ACTIVE     PASSIVE      Modal  Auxiliary Be  Past Participle1.  I can’t drive that truck.  1.         can’t             be                       driven2.  need to buy   2.  _____________   _____________ ____________________3.  shouldn’t have sent  3.   _____________   _____________ ____________________4.  ought to have given  4.   _____________   _____________ ____________________5.  must have learned  5.   _____________   _____________ ____________________6.  have to hear   6.   _____________   _____________ ____________________7.  may have written  7.   _____________   _____________ ____________________8.  can’t have lent   8.   _____________  _____________ ____________________9.  wouldn’t have sung  9.   _____________   _____________ ____________________10.  must order   10. ____________   _____________ ____________________
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Exercise 3.  State whether the sentences are Active or Passive; then make the Passive sentences Active    and vice-versa.
1.  The architect will inish the building in time. TheΝbuildingΝwillΝbeΝinishedΝinΝtimeΝbyΝtheΝarchitect.ΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ
2.  She calmed even the most dificult child._______________________________________________________________________________________3.  The band was playing my favorite song._______________________________________________________________________________________4.  They had planned their trip down to the last detail._______________________________________________________________________________________5.  You can’t buy cigarettes here._______________________________________________________________________________________6.  The maid prepares all our meals._______________________________________________________________________________________7.  All the spectators are enjoying the play._______________________________________________________________________________________
8.  Should I call her?_______________________________________________________________________________________9.  He might have bought the book I wanted._______________________________________________________________________________________
10.  I must pick up my mail at the post ofice. _______________________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 2.  Rewrite the sentences in the Passive Voice.   
1.  This novel was written in 1895. Passive:  Someone wrote this novel in 1895.                                                                                    2.  No one has told him._______________________________________________________________________________________3.  The doctor showed me the X-rays._______________________________________________________________________________________4.  The old school house will be knocked down._______________________________________________________________________________________5.  He is said to be a good actor._______________________________________________________________________________________
6.  The ofice is cleaned every night._______________________________________________________________________________________7.  She hasn’t found her keys._______________________________________________________________________________________8.  The class is being given a test._______________________________________________________________________________________9.  Meryl Streep received an Academy Award._______________________________________________________________________________________10.  The lecture was too long._______________________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 5 Rewrite the sentences in the Passive Voice. 
1.  The students are being examined orally. They are examining the students orally.                                                                                                       2.  Years of cancer research has been done._______________________________________________________________________________________3.  The apartment has to be rented by tomorrow._______________________________________________________________________________________
4.  My paper won’t be inished in time._______________________________________________________________________________________5.  The basketball team was met at the airport by thousands of fans._______________________________________________________________________________________6.  It wouldn’t have been corrected without your help._______________________________________________________________________________________
7.  Antiques were being sold at the auction._______________________________________________________________________________________8.  Dinner had been served before we arrived._______________________________________________________________________________________9.  The business meeting had been arranged by the board of directors._______________________________________________________________________________________10.  They are claimed to be very prominent musicians._______________________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 4.  Change the sentences to Active Voice.

MODALS IN PASSIVE1.  We must always keep the emergency exit shut.  The emergency exit must always be kept shut.                                                                                           
2.  The loods can’t have caused such power failures. _______________________________________________________________________________________3.  The president ought to inform the country of his decision. _______________________________________________________________________________________4.  Children shouldn’t spend so much money. _______________________________________________________________________________________5.  Without his family’s support, he couldn’t have built such a beautiful home. _______________________________________________________________________________________
6.  The secretary has to inish the typing before she goes home. _______________________________________________________________________________________
7.  The two international companies must have reached a proitable agreement._______________________________________________________________________________________8.  You don’t need to buy me a birthday gift._______________________________________________________________________________________9.  The manager may have intentionally forgotten his promise to give us a pay raise._______________________________________________________________________________________10.  The police ought to inform the victim’s parents of the accident._______________________________________________________________________________________
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IMPERATIVE IN THE PASSIVE
SENTENCES WITH TWO OBJECTS: DIRECT - INDIRECT AND PASSIVE VOICE

Exercise 6.  Rewrite the sentences in the Passive Voice. 
1.  Call the ofice if you need more information. TheΝoficeΝmustΝ/ΝshouldΝbeΝcalledΝifΝmoreΝinformationΝisΝneeded.ΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ2.  Insert the coins in the slot and pull the lever._______________________________________________________________________________________3.  Do not turn on the lights._______________________________________________________________________________________4.  Press the lid down hard to seal the container._______________________________________________________________________________________
5.  Forward all questions to the information desk._______________________________________________________________________________________6.  Read the directions on the label before you wash it._______________________________________________________________________________________7.  Don’t speak unless you are spoken to._______________________________________________________________________________________
8.  The irst person to arrive at the ofice makes the coffee._______________________________________________________________________________________

   You   give  someone  something You   buy  someone  something Marianne  sold  Jones   her car. I   bought  the baby  a teddy bear. The mechanic  gave  me   some good advice. B.   When the position of the indirect object is after the direct, use to, for, or the appropriate     preposition. Note the structure of the sentences with two objects: A.      Subject       Verb     Indirect object     Direct object
   You   give  something  to someone You   buy  something  for someone Marianne   sold  her car   to Jones. I   bought  a teddy bear  for the baby. The mechanic  gave  some good advice to me.  Subject   Verb  Direct object  Indirect object
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When the indirect object is irst in the sentence, we don’t use a preposition of the verb.Example: I gave Kevin a cigarette  or   I gave a cigarette to Kevin. NEVER:   I gave to Kevin a cigarette.ACTIVE VOICEJill bought him a scarf for his birthday. PASSIVE VOICEA.    He was bought a scarf for his birthday (by Jill).B.     A scarf was bought for him by Jill for his birthday.    Note the use of the preposition to make the sentence                  complete.ACTIVE VOICEHis father left Paul a fortune. PASSIVE VOICEA.     Paul was left a fortune by his father.B.     A fortune was left to Paul by his father. 1.  His parents gave Mark a new car for his graduation. Mark was given a new car, by his parents, for his graduation.                                                                  A new car was given to Mark, by his parents, for his graduation.                                                             2.  The teacher can’t possibly have given us such low grades._______________________________________________________________________________________3.  My best friend gave me a week old puppy._______________________________________________________________________________________
4.  Why did you lend Helen your new sweater?_______________________________________________________________________________________5.  The department store sent the parcel to my home by courier._______________________________________________________________________________________
6.  Where did you buy your sister that lovely red scarf?_______________________________________________________________________________________7.  The school must mail your grades home to you._______________________________________________________________________________________8.  The photographer came to the house and took pictures of the bride and the whole family._______________________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 7. Two Object Sentences - Make the sentences passive in both formations where possible.
1.  It is widely believed that J. F. Kennedy was the most popular American President. J. F. Kennedy is widely believed to have been the most popular American President.                              2.  The movie industry claims he is their new, rising star. He is ____________________________________________________________________________3.  The examiner saw another student giving me the answers to the test. Another student ___________________________________________________________________4.  That kind of an attitude won’t satisfy me. I won’t __________________________________________________________________________
5.  Did you lock all the doors and windows when you left? Were ____________________________________________________________________________
6.  A multi-national company is inancing the dinner. The dinner ________________________________________________________________________7.  I expect you to take a shower before you jump into the swimming pool. You _____________________________________________________________________________8.  The restaurant has to replace all the broken dishes. All ______________________________________________________________________________
Exercise 8. Reproduce the sentences in the passive without changing the meaning.
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MICHIGAN TYPE ITEMS1.  “He’s always bossing everyone around.”  “People can’t __________ to do what they   don’t want to.”  a. be made  b. be making  c. make  d. made
10.  “Do you have a role of paper for the fax  

 machine?”  “No. It __________ up yesterday.”  a. all was used  b. used all  c. all used  d. was all used
5.  We inally cleaned the garden, something   that _______ done a long time ago.  a. should’ve been  b. should be  c. could be  d. was

9.  “Where is the graduation ceremony going  
 to be?”  “It __________ at the Hilton.”  a. will hold  b. is holding  c. is being held  d. will be holding4.  “Do you think you can service my car  

 today?”  “I’m sorry but there’s no way that    __________.”   a. we can do  b. can be done  c. we will do  d. to be done
8.  “When should I water this plant?”  “It should __________ twice a week.”  a. water  b. be watered  c. have watered  d. be watering

3.  “What triggered her reaction?”  “She insisted __________ the truth about   her condition, but no one was willing to tell   her.”  a. on having told  b. our being told  c. on we tell  d. on being told
7.  We saw the artifacts __________ in Troy.  a. were excavated  b. that excavated  c. excavating  d. excavated

2.  “How can I qualify for a loan?”  “You won’t __________ to get a new loan,   unless you pay back the old one.”  a. be allowed  b. allowed  c. be allowing  d. allow
6.  If you hadn’t been wearing a helmet, you   would __________.  a. be killed  b. have killed  c. have been killed  d. have being killed 12.  Her children won’t listen to her and can’t   __________ to clean their rooms.   a. be made  b. be making  c. make  d. made11. “You missed a delicious lunch.”  “__________ . I had an errand to do.”  a. It couldn’t help  b. Couldn’t help  c. It can’t help  d. It couldn’t be helped
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13.  “Where were you?”   “I __________ for speeding and spent the   night in jail.”  a. had arrested  b. arrested  c. being arrested  d. was arrested
16. This job doesn’t pay much because it   __________ by anyone.  a. is doing  b. can be done  c. can do  d. done 

19. The doctor advised me that my leg    __________ by an orthopaedic surgeon.  a. is examined  b. should be examined  c. should examine  d. should have examined 
22.  We put all the clothes that need    __________, in a big basket.  a. the washing  b. be washed  c. to be washed  d. to be washing

14.  John’s looking for a new job because his   old company __________ .  a. has sold  b. was sold  c. was being sold  d. is selling
17. If I had got to the job interview on time, I   would __________ .  a. have been hired  b. hire  c. have hired  d. had been hired

20.  All guests __________ to vacate hotel   rooms by noon.
  a. request

  b. requested
  c. be requested
  d. are requested

23.  “Was it a serious accident?”     “Yes. All the people involved __________        hospitalized.”  a. have being  b. have been  c. had to be  d. been
15. “I can’t ind the letter anywhere.”   “It may __________ away.”
  a.  have iled

  b. iled
  c. be iling
  d. have been iled

18. “Why don’t we call a taxi?”   “My parents insist on our __________ by   George.”  a. being driven  b. driving  c. drived  d. driven
21. “He is an excellent student.”   “ I know, and this led to __________ his   diploma with honors.”  a. the awarding  b. his awarding  c. his being awarded  d. him awarding
24.  From the age of 5, my father  __________   by an unmarried aunt.  a. was raised  b. having raised  c. raised  d. was raised up
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28.  Our missing luggage __________ by the   airline company, in Japan.  a. located  b. that is located  c. has located  d. has been located

31.  “Why doesn’t the government supply more  
 funds for education?”   “Because all the money __________ up.”  a. used  b. is used  c. is using  d. has been used 

25.  “Why was the l ight delayed?”   “There was such heavy fog, nothing    __________ .”  a. can be seen  b. was seen  c. could be seen  d. to see 29. “Why did the company close?”   “Bad management led to __________.”   a. be bankrupt  b. being bankrupt  c. bankrupting  d. its being bankrupt
32.  The thief who broke into the shop    __________ .
  a. i nally arrested  b. was been arrested

  c. arrested i nally
  d. was i nally arrested 

26.  The audience is making so much noise that   the actors __________ .  a. can’t be heard  b. can’t hear  c. aren’t hearing  d. can’t be hearing 30.  The elections this time __________ before   the 4 year term is over.  a. are being held  b. have been holding  c. are held  d. are holding 
27. “Why did you call an electrician?”   “We believe the power failure __________   because of faulty wiring.”  a. is cause  b. is the cause  c. was caused  d. has caused 



Chapter 2 Passive Voice34.  Don’t put that sweater in the washing   machine. It should __________ by hand.  a. be washed  b. have washed  c. be washing  d. wash 39.  “You look very excited.”   “Yes. I’m looking forward   to__________ by the University   of Michigan.”  a. having accepted  b. accepting  c. my accepting  d. being accepted 
35.  “How does she keep up with work and the  

 children?”   “She is lucky. She __________ by her   mother.”  a. has help  b. is helped  c. has helped  d. is helping.
33.  “Your sister really did it this time!”    “Yes. Her actions led to __________ ”  a. her to arrest  b. her arresting  c. her being arrested  d. arresting her
36.  Weight __________ if one eats too much   junk food.  a. is easily gained  b. gains easily  c. is gaining easily  d. gained easily

38.  “Let me give you a lift to the     supermarket.”  “Thanks, but I __________   there by Susie.”   a. have driven  b. am driving   c. have been driven   d. am being driven
37.  “Why did you turn up so late for the   

 meeting?”
  “We had speciically __________ to arrive   at that time.”   a. being told  b. having been told  c. been told  d. were told


